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K x rays have been observed in low energy collisions of bare Kr, Ar, and Ne ions with a neutral gas target.
Although largely neglected previously, we have found that multiple-electron transfer processes play a signifi-
cant role in shaping the x-ray spectra. The observed ratios of normal-satellite to hyper-satellite line intensities
are found to be roughly independent of the ion species and much larger than those estimated from previously
reported electron transfer cross sections, suggesting that there may be a strong correlation between two elec-
trons during the electron transfer or during the subsequent cascades. It is suggested that exact knowledge of the
initial and final principal and angular momentum quantum numbers �n , l� in electron transfer are the most
essential missing ingredients for understanding the entire x-ray emission process in astrophysical, laboratory,
and technological plasmas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, x-ray emission produced after electron transfer
collisions of low energy, highly charged ions �HCI� with
neutral atoms has captured great interest, particularly in ap-
plications to astrophysical observations of x rays from the
tail of comets �1� and to laboratory as well as technological
plasmas such as Tokamak fusion reactors �2�. Immediately
after x-ray emission was reported from the tails of comets,
fundamental laboratory investigations were performed �3–7�
to measure x-ray intensities and spectral distributions at in-
termediate collision energies �a few keV/u�, as models devel-
oped predicting that HCI interacting with the neutral par-
ticles in the comet tail were the source of these x rays �for a
review, see Ref. �8��. X-ray spectra have also been observed
at very low energies �around 10 eV/u� �9� and have been
found to be significantly different when compared with those
at intermediate energies. The observed x-ray spectra have
been found to reflect the distributions of the states populated
after electron transfer and in some single-electron transfer
cases to be reproduced reasonably well with the initial �n0l0�
distributions calculated �10� using known atomic parameters
�11,12�.

So far, the majority of the investigations of these x rays
have concentrated on those related to single-electron transfer
processes. As the multiple-electron capture probabilities for
HCI colliding with multielectron target atoms are known to
be relatively high �13�, it is natural to expect that some x rays
formed through the multiple-electron transfer channels may
be observed even in single collision conditions with thin gas
targets. Therefore a detailed analysis of the measured x-ray

spectra requires information on both single and double �or
more generally multiple-� electron capture processes. In the
present experiments, x rays were produced and observed
from bare ions, Kr36+, Ar18+, and Ne10+, in addition to H-like
ions, Kr35+, Ar17+, and Ne9+. The collisions took place with
neutral gas targets at the collision energy of �4 keV/u under
single collision conditions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The present experiments have been performed using
ions from the NIST Electron Beam Ion Trap �EBIT�
�14�. An electron beam with very high current density
��103 A/cm2� interacts with the gas injected into the trap,
thereby creating highly charged ions, which, upon extraction
from the EBIT, have been used as projectiles in these studies.
While there are many effects that determine the charge states
created in the EBIT, as well as the charge state balance,
different charge states can be produced by varying the elec-
tron beam energy. As a general operating procedure, the elec-
tron beam energy has to be set appropriately, reflecting the
binding energies of the electrons to be removed. Because the
creation of Kr36+ ion beams is a noteworthy capability of the
NIST EBIT, it is worthwhile to briefly mention how to obtain
Kr36+ ions with sufficient intensities for the present gas ex-
periments: An electron beam with the energy of 28 keV and
current of 150 mA was used to ionize the enriched 86Kr gas.
Optimal Kr36+ production was obtained with an axial trap-
ping time of �1.5 s. In these studies, it was found that cool-
ing of the trapped Kr ions by injection of N2 gas into the
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EBIT results in a significant increase �by a factor of about 5�
in the intensity of extracted ions of Kr36+. Ions were ex-
tracted from the EBIT at 8.25 kV per charge �approximately
4 keV/u�, charge-state separated using an analyzing magnet,
and sent into a gas target chamber �15�. A flux of approxi-
mately 104 Kr36+ ions per second was directed through a
collimation aperture and intersected a gas target produced
from a single nozzle gas jet positioned at 90° with respect to
the ion beam axis. Ar gas targets were used for the observa-
tions presented here, but additional measurements were also
made with other gas targets �Ne, O2�.

X rays produced in HCI collisions with gaseous targets
were observed with a 100 mm2 Ge detector �with a 0.4 �m
polymer window in front of it�, placed at 90° with respect to
the incident ion beam axis. The window transmission has
been accounted for in the present analysis. The detector was
periodically energy-calibrated using various radioactive iso-
tope sources. The energy resolution of the detector is roughly
130 eV for Ti K� x rays at 4.50 keV. X-ray spectra have
been observed as a function of the gas target pressure, to
ensure that the observed x rays originate only from a single
collision with the target gas atoms.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows typical observed x-ray spectra from Kr36+,
Kr35+, Ar18+, Ar17+, Ne10+, and Ne9+ ions colliding with an Ar
gas target. The observed K x-ray spectra from H-like Kr35+,
Ar17+, and Ne9+ �1s� ion-atom collisions �upper row in Fig.
1� are dominated by the normal-satellite K� line �n=2→n
=1�, which is peaked at 13.2, 3.1, and 0.95 keV, respec-
tively. There are contributions from the K� �n=3→n=1�
and higher n transitions, including K� �n=4→n=1�. It can
be seen that each peak is quite symmetric around its maxi-
mum intensity, and that the K� line is well-separated from
the K� line �except for Ne ions, where they were not fully
separated�. The x-ray peaks in the upper row of Fig. 1 are

from K x rays which are emitted in part of the decay pro-
cesses as the ion stabilizes into the ground state after a series
of cascades, following the single-electron transfer into these
H-like projectile ions. Note that, due to the limited energy
resolution of the detector, x-ray satellite peaks from double-
electron transfer into the �1s ,nl ,n�l�� states cannot be re-
solved in these measurements.

In the lower row of Fig. 1, the dominant x-ray peaks are
from K�h hyper-satellite transitions in bare ion-atom colli-
sions. K�h hyper-satellite x rays are the result of decay of the
excited 2p states produced in single-electron transfer into the
bare ions which have initially two vacancies in the K shell.
The energies of the K�h x rays are shifted toward higher
energy, compared to the normal-satellite, K� since there is
no screening effect �there is one electron already present in
the K shell in the case of the normal-satellite K� x ray�. The
x-ray energy of the peak on the low energy side of the main
K�h peak has been found to match the normal-satellite K�
transition energy within the uncertainties of the present en-
ergy determination. This peak, which appears as a shoulder
for Ar and Ne ions, but is a well-separated second peak for
Kr ions �as can be seen in the lower row of Fig. 1�, is attrib-
uted to the multiple electron transfer into these bare ions.
The K�h ��n=2� and K�h ��n=3� lines can also be seen in
Fig. 1. The intensities of the K�h and K�h lines are much
lower than those of the K�h lines. It is also noted that the
relative K�h /K�h, K�h /K�h and K� /K�, K� /K� intensity
ratios are different for the various ions investigated.

Due to the limited energy resolution of the detector used
in these experiments, fits to the data were done to analyze
and separate the contribution of the normal-satellite line
from strong hyper-satellite line for the observed x-ray spec-
trum for the Ne10++Ar, and Ar18++Ar data. In the Kr36+

+Ar spectrum the two lines are fully separated. Although we
can distinguish the hyper-satellite from the satellite lines, the
limited resolution prohibits us from distinguishing the vari-
ous satellite lines from each other.

FIG. 1. Observed K x-ray spectra for Kr36+, Ar18+, Ne10+ �lower row� and Kr35+, Ar17+, Ne9+ �upper row� ions colliding with Ar gas
target.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In slow HCI-atom collisions, x-ray emissions occur after
a series of cascade transitions because target electrons are
usually transferred into high Rydberg states �n0l0� of the in-
cident ions �13� �n0=5, 8, and 14 are expected for Ne10+,
Ar18+, and Kr36++Ar collisions, respectively �16��. The ini-
tial �n0l0� distributions are critical in shaping the final x-ray
spectrum through the cascade process �17,18�. Therefore, be-
cause the multiple-electron transfer cross sections become
significant for heavy, highly charged ions �19,20�, interpreta-
tion of x-ray spectra observed from such collisions requires
the accurate knowledge of both single and multiple transfer
processes.

We distinguish between the terms transfer and capture in
that some of the electrons that are initially transferred do not
remain captured because they are subsequently ejected from
the ion during the cascade to the ground state �Auger emis-
sion�. We use the notation �j,i to denote reaction cross sec-
tions for j electrons transferred and i electrons captured
�kept�. Our definition of the cross section thus includes the
effect of a variable yield. To make the notation specific, we
have chosen to discuss the case of Ar18+ ion-atom collisions.
For simplification of the discussion, we use only the 2p state
as the final state before the emission of a K x-ray, and we
consider only one- and two-electron transfer �we do not re-
tain these simplifications in the full data analysis�. The nota-
tion �→→→� represents a series of cascade processes.

A. Single-electron transfer „�1,1…

For bare ions, the important features of single-electron
transfer processes, such as the initial �n0l0� distributions, are
reasonably well-understood, and x-ray emission processes
are relatively simple:

Ar18+ → Ar17+�n01l01� → → → Ar17+�2p → 1s� + K�h�0� .

�1�

The notation K�h�0� represents the emission of a K� x ray in
the presence of a spectator hole in the K shell �the superscript
h for “hyper-satellite”� and zero �0� spectator electrons in
higher �n�1� shells. In this case, the x-ray energy is the
highest among the possible K� transitions.

B. Double-electron transfer

Double-electron transfer can occur in two different ways,
as described in the following two sections.

1. Symmetric double-electron transfer „�2,1…

This process occurs when two electrons are transferred
into states with similar quantum numbers �n01l01�n02l02,
where the “0” indicates that the quantum number corre-
sponds to the initial state into which the electron is captured,
and the “1” or “2” indicates the first or second electron,
respectively�. These doubly excited states are stabilized
mainly through autoionization processes, emitting one of the
transferred electrons into the continuum. When the remain-
ing electron cascades down to the 2p shell, the emitted x-ray

energy is the same as it would be from process �1�.

Ar18+ → Ar16+�n01l01,n02l02� �n01l01 � n02l02� → Ar17+�nl�

+ e �autoionization� �2�

→ → → Ar17+�2p → 1s� + K�h�0� . �3�

2. Asymmetric double-electron transfer „�2,2…

In this case, two electrons are transferred into asymmetric
states, where one electron has a much smaller principal quan-
tum number than the other �n01�n02�. Such asymmetric dis-
tributions are formed through strong correlation between the
two electrons during the transfer process �21�. The limited
investigations done so far indicate that in this case the elec-
tron that is transferred into the higher excited state also goes
preferentially into higher angular momentum states �l�, as
expected for a statistical population distribution �19,22,23�.

The doubly excited states formed in this case tend to be
stabilized through radiative transitions, thus successively
emitting two x rays with slightly different energies: first
K�h�1� �e.g., 2pnl→1snl hyper-satellite line, with one elec-
tron in the �nl� state�, followed by K��0� �1snl→1s2, with
no spectator electron�:

Ar18+ → Ar16+�n01l01,n02l02� �n01 � n02�

→ → → Ar16+�2pnl → 1snl� + K�h�1� �4�

→ → → Ar16+�1snl → 1s2� + K��0� . �5�

The energy of the K��0� transition is lower than that of the
K�h�1� transition �see the center spectrum of the lower row
in Fig. 1�. Recent recoil ion coincidence experiments with
partially ionized �but not bare� Iq+ �q=10–25� projectile ions
have shown that, in most cases, Auger electron emission is
far dominant over radiative emission �24,25�.

C. Comparison to particle scattering experiments

A comparison of our direct measurement of x-ray line
intensity ratios can be made with predictions inferred from
previous measurements of the electron capture cross sec-
tions. It is clear from the discussion above that the hyper-
satellite lines come from process �1� in single electron trans-
fer, and processes �3� and �4� in double electron transfer,
while the normal satellite lines originate only from process
�5� in the double-electron transfer. Similar assignments can
be extended to all the possible multiple electron transfer pro-
cesses. A quantitative expression for the observed x-ray in-
tensity ratio, R, between the normal satellite and hyper-
satellite lines is related to the relevant electron capture cross
sections as follows:
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R = I�K��/I�K�h� �6�

=
A

2
�A

2
+ B� �7�

with A denoting the sum of all cross sections for electron
transfer reactions that result in the emission of a normal-
satellite K� x ray �i.e., those in which at least two electrons
are kept on the ion after the relaxation to the ground state is
complete�,

A = �	2,2 + 	3,2 + 	4,2 + 	5,2 + ¯ �

+ �	3,3 + 	4,3 + 	5,3 + 	6,3 + ¯ � + ¯

= 	
j,i=2�j
i�

�

	 j,i �8�

and B denotes the sum of all cross sections for electron trans-
fer reactions that result in the emission of a hyper-satellite x
ray �i.e., those in which at most one electron is kept on the
ion after the relaxation to the ground state is complete�,

B = 	1,1 + 	2,1 + 	3,1 + 	4,1 + ¯ = 	
j=1

�

	 j,1 �9�

The factor of �1/2� needs to be included in Eq. �7� because
only one of the two emitted x rays, either K� or K�h, in a
single event resulting from multiple-electron transfer is ob-
served with the x-ray detector �small solid angle limit�.

The values of R obtained directly from the present x-ray
data �Fig. 1�, after correction for window transmission and
detector efficiencies, are compared with those estimated us-
ing Eq. �7� and the previously measured cross sections �25�
in Table I. Two decimal point errors in the previous publica-
tion �25� have been corrected: 	4,3=0.09�10–15 cm2 and
	5,3=0.06�10–15 cm2. Our values of R seem to be roughly
independent of the ion, and significantly larger than those
estimated from the previously measured cross sections �after
propagating the approximately 20% uncertainties of the pre-
vious measurements�.

We suspect that the main reason for the discrepancies be-
tween the ratios, R, that we directly observe and those indi-
rectly estimated are due to the differences between the elec-
tron transfer processes for bare and partially ionized ions of
the same charge but different atomic number. In bare ions
such as Ar18+, the electrons can in principle go into any
principal quantum number ranging from n=1 to infinity. In

partially ionized ions, however, the electrons which have not
been stripped fill up some of the inner shells �up to nl=4p in
I�18+ �, for example�, so additional electrons cannot be trans-
ferred to the filled levels. This reduction of available phase
space in partially ionized ions will reduce the probabilities
for transfer into the asymmetric states which have a higher
fluorescence yield �see process �4��.

The initial l0 distributions after electron transfers are also
critical in shaping the x-ray spectrum. Indeed the l0 distribu-
tions are known to be quite different for ions with different
atomic number, even among those having the same ionic
charge �26�. Such a difference in the initial l0 distributions
can influence the transition probabilities and the branching
ratios of the ions during cascades. To date, there is no de-
tailed information, particularly on the initial �n01l01,n02l02�
distributions, for double-electron transfer in either bare or
partially ionized ions. Thus it is important that future work
be directed toward finding the correct cross sections and ini-
tial �n01l01,n02l02� distributions in double-electron transfer
for bare ions such as Kr36+ to compare with the direct x-ray
measurements such as those presented here.

In addition to the issues discussed above, other possible
contributing factors to the discrepancy shown in Table I in-
clude the effect of electron-electron correlation during the
cascade �as opposed to during the transfer� and angular cor-
relation and polarization effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have observed K x-ray spectra from low energy, bare
Kr36+, Ar18+, and Ne10+ ions colliding with Ar target atoms
and found that, in addition to the expected hyper-satellite
x-ray lines, we also see the so-called normal-satellite lines
from He-like ions. We interpret this as direct spectroscopic
evidence for multiple-electron transfer processes. Checks of
the target gas pressure dependence confirmed that �1snl�
states responsible for the normal-satellite lines are indeed
being formed by multiple-electron transfer in single colli-
sions of bare ions and not through successive single-electron
transfer with multiple target atoms outside the main target
region.

The relative brightness of the normal satellite lines is par-
ticularly striking in view of the fact that only a small fraction
of all electron transfer events contribute to the formation of
these lines. The large observed intensity can be explained by
assuming that bare ions preferentially capture multiple elec-
trons into initial asymmetric configurations with widely
separated energies and thus enhanced fluorescence yields.
This, in turn, makes it clear why it is not possible to predict
the line ratios observed in bare ions using electron capture
cross sections for partially ionized ions of the same charge.

We conclude, therefore, that multiple electron transfer
processes play an important role in determining the x-ray
spectra observed from low energy HCI-atom collisions, and
we emphasize that precise knowledge of the initial electronic
state distributions �n01l01,n02l02, . . . � after electron transfer is
essential for the detailed analysis and interpretation of x-ray
spectra measured from comets and other objects that involve
charge exchange with highly charged ions.

TABLE I. Comparison of the observed normal-to-hyper-satellite
intensity ratios, I�K�� / I�K�h� �Eq. �6��, and ratios estimated from
the electron transferred cross sections measured with coincidence
techniques �see Eq. �7�� for Ne10+, Ar18+, and Kr36+ ions colliding
with neutral Ar atom at 4 keV/u.

Ion R�estimated� R�observed�

Ne10+ 0.10±0.02 0.29±0.03

Ar18+ 0.07±0.01 0.26±0.03

Kr36+ 0.30±0.03
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